ICD-10-CM FY2020 Version
Draft
Offensive Encounters (X63)
The following section is a new section being considered for inclusion in the FY2020 version of
the ICD-10-CM code set. This new section will appear in sequence as follows:

20. External Causes of Morbidity (V00-Y99)
Other External Causes of Accidental Injury (W00-X69)
Offensive Encounters (X63)
Includes: Physical, emotional, social, or spiritual injury and certain other consequences
caused by or occurred during an offensive encounter.
Use additional code to specify transmitted infectious disease (A00-B99)
Excludes1: Mental Disorders (F01-F09) External causes of morbidity elsewhere classified
(V00-Y99) Political Forces (X61)
The appropriate 7th character is to be added to each code for category X63
A initial encounter
D subsequent encounter
H hoped for or desired encounter
I imagined or dreamed encounter
P projected encounter
S sequela
V voluntary encounter
X multiple, simultaneous encounter types

X63.0 Speech encounters
X63.01 Hate Speech
X63.010 Disagreement about meme
Excludes 2: X63.2 Pixelated encounters
X63.011 Fashion choice criticized
Includes hair style, hygiene preference
Excludes 1: Ballcap in funeral service
X63.012 Car criticized
X63.013 Victimized for taking residence in parent’s basement
X63.014 Viciously scolded for wearing ballcap to funeral service
Excludes 1: X63.01 Fashion choice criticized
X63.018 Other form of hate speech
X63.019 Unspecified form of hate speech

X63.02 Passive-aggressive speech
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X63.02A During break up, “it’s not you it’s me.”
X63.02B During break up, “I just want you to be happy.”
X63.02C During break up, “You deserve to be with someone who appreciates you.”
X63.02D During break up, “It’s just for the better that we’re not associated together. Ever
again. It’s because I really love you.”
X63.02E During break up, “There’s someone out there who is going to be so lucky to be
with you (thank goodness it’s not me!).”
X63.02F During break up, “I’m just not ready to be in a relationship”
Includes *finds another significant other within ridiculously short amount of time.
X63.02G Home encounters, “Thank you for actually [insert household chore]!”
X63.02H Home encounters, “Have you read these 15 benefits of losing weight?”
X63.02I Home encounters, “Oh it’s fine, don’t worry about it.”
Includes *should actually be worrying about “it”
X63.028 Other passive-aggressive speech
X63.029 Unspecified passive-aggressive speech

X63.08 Other speech
X63.09 Unspecified speech

X63.1 Related to body gestures
X63.11 Large-scale body movements
X63.110 Snapped fingers in a Z formation, without opposite hand on hip
X63.111 Snapped fingers in a Z formation, with opposite hand on hip
X63.112 Attitude-reinforced head bobbing, without duck lips, without “mmhmm” or
“mmm”
X63.113 Attitude-reinforced head bobbing, with duck lips, without “mmhmm” or “mmm”
X63.114 Attitude-reinforced head bobbing, without duck lips, with “mmhmm” or “mmm”
X63.115 Attitude-reinforced head bobbing, with duck lips and “mmhmm” or “mmm”
X63.118 Other large-scaled body movement
X63.119 Unspecified large-scaled body movement

X63.12 Small-scale body movements
X63.120 Eye roll
X63.121 Combination of raising of 3rd phalanx with depression of 1st, 2nd, 4th, and 5th
phalanx
X63.128 Other small scale body movement
X63.129 Unspecified small-scale body movement

X63.18 Other specified body gestures
Includes “cold shoulder”

X63.19 Unspecified body gestures

X63.2 Pixelated encounters
Includes social media, other websites, and encounters involving anything projected
using pixels.

X63.21 Facebook
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X63.21A Unfriended, due to accusation of “trolling”
X63.21B Unfriended, due to suspected controversial post
X63.21C Unfriended, due to friend filtering
X63.21D Comment trolled
X63.21E Comment deleted
X63.21F Comment strawmanned
X63.21G Requests, friend request denied
X63.21H Requests, invitation to a “go fund me” for preposterous reason
Includes “go fund me” requests for vacation destinations, college tuition, and fidget
spinners
X63.218 Other Facebook encounter
X63.219 Unspecified Facebook encounter

X63.22 Instagram
X63.220 Discovery of having less followers than best friend
X63.221 Unfollowed by best friend
X63.222 Unfollowed by perceived friend
X63.223 Unfollowed by person who you-have-no-idea-where-they-even-came-from
X63.224 Inability to obtain more than 50 hearts on latest photoshoot
X63.225 Lack of any family hearts on latest photoshoot
X63.228 Other Instagram encounter
X63.229 Unspecified Instagram encounter

X63.23 Twitter
X63.230 Tweet-attacked
Includes trolled, insulted, or victimized
X63.231 Account hacked
X63.232 Account blocked by Twitter officials
X63.233 Forcefully roped into conversation with deadly @ symbol
X63.238 Other Twitter encounter
X63.239 Unspecified Twitter encounter

X63.24 Blog
Includes podcast, talk show
X63.240 Unsuccessful launch of blog
X63.241 Drop in website activity
X63.242 Disagreement with trolls on the top 10 ways [insert virtually anything here]
Includes - way too many things than should be included to be honest
X63.243 Failure to produce an adequate clickbait title
X63.244 Accusation of inexperience, without actual certification
X63.245 Accusation of inexperience, with actual certification
X63.248 Other blog encounter
X63.249 Unspecified blog encounter

X63.28 Other pixelated encounter
X63.29 Unspecified pixelated encounter
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X63.3 Related to business
X63.31 Tech industry
X63.310 Overexposure to Silicon Valley
X63.311 Replacement of career with phone app
X63.312 Failure to qualify for an underrepresented group in the company
X63.313 Assumption of qualification for an underrepresented group in the company
X63.314 Forceful confiscation of video game console from cubicle
X63.315 Disagreement on interface implementation
X63.316 Witnessing a coworker use a “flip phone”
Includes brick phones and non-touchscreen mobile devices
X63.317 Tech support call with old person
X63.318 Other Tech industry encounter
X63.319 Unspecified Tech industry encounter

X63.32 Food industry
X63.32A Vegan encounters, clicked the “you will never eat meat again if you watch this”
clickbait
Excludes 2: X63.2 pixelated encounters
X63.32B Vegan encounters, another friend lost to the keto diet
X63.32C Vegan encounters, friend found guilty of going on hunting expedition
X63.32D Vegan encounters, friend found guilty of storing meat in household
X63.32E Vegan encounters, being fed vegetables which were cut with the same knife
used to cut meat.
X63.32F Vegan encounters, relationship problems with tofu
X63.32G Desserts, not being served due to lifestyle disagreement
X63.32H Desserts, infuriated over friend not being served due to lifestyle disagreement
X63.32I Desserts, infuriated over random person not being served due to lifestyle
disagreement
X63.32J Desserts, infuriated that another person is infuriated about not being served,
siding with the server
X63.32K Desserts, infuriated that another person is infuriated about not being served,
not confirmed whether siding with the server
X63.32L Desserts, exhaustion from discussion about whether said person should be
served or not.
X63.328 Other food industry encounter
X63.329 Unspecified food industry encounter

X63.33 Government workers
X63.33A Police encounter, feeling of unfairly placed motor vehicle ticket
Excludes 2: X63.33B, feeling of racial profiling
X63.33B Police encounter, feeling of racial profiling
X63.33C Police encounter, feeling of insecurity due to exposure to blue uniforms
X63.33D Police encounter, philosophical disagreement on what constitutes an illicit drug,
suspected use
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X63.33E Police encounter, philosophical disagreement on what constitutes an illicit drug,
confirmed use
X63.33F Firemen encounter, life saved without consent, no burns/corrosions
X63.33G Firemen encounter, life saved without consent, burns/corrosions present
X63.33H Firemen encounter, witnessing toxic masculinity, worker operating machinery
X63.33I Firemen encounter, witnessing toxic masculinity, worker carrying large objects
Includes people or inanimate objects
X63.33J Firemen encounter, witnessing toxic masculinity, worker aggressively yelling
orders during the fire emergency
Includes chemical incidents
X63.33K Construction encounter, causing tardiness to destination
X63.33L Construction encounter, kicking up unwanted dirt/dust particles and dirtying
vehicle
X63.33M Construction encounter, excessive use of orange items ruining aesthetics
during travel
Includes daily strolls, runs, and bike rides
X63.33Y Other encounter with government worker or workers
X63.33Z Unspecified encounter with government worker or workers

X63.34 Otherwise specified coworker interaction
X63.34A Micromanaging from manager
Includes boss, supervisor, and other higher ups
X63.34B Micromanaging from same-level coworker
Includes Regina (she’s the literal worst)
X63.34C Micromanaging from subordinate
X63.34D Comment from coworker, “Wow, you look horrible/tired today! Are you ok?”,
with actually having a bad day
X63.34E Comment from coworker, “Wow, you look horrible/tired today! Are you ok?”,
with neutral day
X63.34F Comment from coworker, “Wow, you look horrible/tired today! Are you ok?”,
with actually having a good day
X63.34G Information violation, TMI from coworker
Includes unwanted information about significant other, or nasty personal health
problems
X63.34H Information violation, excessive prying from coworker
Includes leading questions about current salary, relationship status, mental health
status, and seemingly innocent “so who did you vote for?” inquiries
X63.348 Other specified coworker interaction
X63.349 Unspecified coworker interaction

X63.38 Business related, other
X63.39 Business related, unspecified

X63.8 Other offensive encounter
X63.9 Unspecified offensive encounter
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